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Featuring hundreds of high-quality digital images, Atlas of Normal Radiographic Anatomy and

Anatomic Variants in the Dog and Cat helps you make accurate diagnoses by identifying the

differences between normal and abnormal anatomy. Expert authors Donald E. Thrall and Ian D.

Robertson describe a wider range of "normal," as compared to competing books, not only showing

standard dogs and cats but non-standard subjects such as overweight and underweight pets plus

animals with breed-specific variations. This oversized atlas provides an ideal complement to Thrall's

Textbook of Veterinary Diagnostic Radiology, the leading veterinary radiography text in the U.S. Use

this quick, visual reference for proper technique and interpretation of radiographic images, and you

will make accurate diagnoses and achieve successful treatment outcomes.High-quality digital

images show anatomic structures with excellent contrast resolution to enable accurate

diagnoses.Radiographic images of normal or "standard" prototypical animals are supplemented by

images of non-standard subjects exhibiting breed-specific differences, physiologic variants, or

common congenital malformations. Brief descriptive text and explanatory legends accompany

images, putting concepts into the proper context and ensuring a more complete

understanding.Clear labeling of important anatomic structures includes cropped images to

emphasize key points, and makes it quicker and easier to recognize unlabeled radiographs.An

overview of radiographic technique includes the effects of patient positioning, respiration, and

exposure factors.Radiographs of immature patients show the effect of patient age on anatomic

appearance.A wide range of "normal" animals is described, to prevent clinical under- and

over-diagnosing of clinical patients.
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This is a great companion to Textbook of Veterinary Diagnostic Radiology (Thrall). I just purchased

this textbook less than a week ago, and it is a pretty smooth read (easy to understand) with

wonderful images. I do not question the content one bit.However, I purchased the Kindle version for

convenience. The format is not appropriate for a radiology textbook. I am viewing the book from a

mac and separately a PC (not a Kindle device)--so this may not apply to everyone. The images are

difficult to zoom in on (cannot simply click images to zoom--must search through the text to where

the image is referenced, to zoom). When you zoom in on images, the text associated with the image

ends up on the next page. Therefore, side-by-side viewing of the images and their associated text is

not possible (essential in an atlas). Some images have associated text or writing overlays that are

very very small-almost illegible. These texts have not been re-formatted to read on a computer (and

is also not searchable). These texts cannot be zoomed in on. I have sent feedback, and hopefully

such issues can be resolved, but this has made me weary of e-textbooks at least in

radiology.Otherwise, having the e-version is handy as in it can be accessed from work and home

computers (plus portable devices), is searchable, highlight-able etc.

Very happy with item and transaction

Great reference resource- I highly suggest to anyone taking a veterinary radiology course...

Definitely contributing to my passing VMB 960 at NCSU

To expensive and have small images. It doesnt cost what it cost. There are better atlas. But in other

way it works like an atlas for work. I prupose bigger images like papper size.

Atlas muito bom, so com imagens radiolÃƒÂ³gicas digitais de excelente qualidade.

ImportantÃƒÂssimol para quem trabalha na ÃƒÂ¡rea e fundamental para quem esta estudando...
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